Recovery During
Uncertain Times?
MAKE THE SMART CHOICE

CHANCES ARE, YOU’VE GOT A LOT OF QUESTIONS
ABOUT CHOOSING THE RIGHT REHABILITATION
SETTING RIGHT NOW.
And you should. Choosing the right place to recover
can be critical to making a strong recovery after surgery,
injury or illness, especially in today’s uncertain times.
It’s natural to want to get back home from the hospital
as quickly as possible. But often, making a complete
recovery requires more focus, tools, and specialized
attention from a professional team of therapy and
healthcare experts. Even in these uncertain times, an
individualized recovery at a LifeWorks Rehab center is
still the smarter choice.
At LifeWorks Rehab, we're committed to patient care,
now and always. We provide patients with exceptional
recovery experiences you will not find at home or
anywhere else.

TEN IMPORTANT QUESTIONS TO ASK
WHEN CONSIDERING WHERE TO RECOVER

1

How much therapy and nursing care do
I need to achieve my recovery goals?



How much therapy will I actually be getting?
Can I get therapy 7-days-a-week?



Will I have access to the best therapy
equipment and recovery tools?



What will my treatment be like? Will it be
custom designed for me?



Will I allow a home health representative
in my home?



What is my risk for a hospital readmission
based on the severity of my illness or
injury?



Can I measure my progress?



Can my family devote 24-hours-a-day to
my recovery? Do they have the necessary
skills to do so safely and effectively?



Will I be able to bathe, dress, and cook
for myself?



What measures will be taken to protect
me against the spread of illness?

HOW LIFEWORKS REHAB IS
PROTECTING AGAINST COVID-19

Now more than ever, we are committed to meeting the critical needs of our
community. Our top priority is the health, safety and recovery of our patients.
To help protect our patients against COVID-19 we have implemented the
following preventative measures:

• Sanitizing and disinfecting with worldclass technology that is significantly more
effective than typical industry disinfecting
procedures
• Educating on COVID-19 symptoms,
infection controls, social distancing and
proper hand washing
• Conducting routine monitoring of patient
and staff health
• Postponing communal dining, congregate
therapy and group activities
• Restricting visitation except in
compassionate care situations*

WORLD-CLASS
DISINFECTING TECHNOLOGY
• Unique and highly effective
Electrostatic Spraying System (ESS)
• Significantly more effective than
typical industry disinfecting
procedures
• Widespread sanitizing and disinfecting
by surrounding all surfaces
• Cleaning component Noroxycdiff*
— Manufacturer label claims efficacy
against family of coronaviruses
*Included on EPA list for use against
SARS Co-V2

*Per CMS requirements

KEEPING YOU CONNECTED:
We understand how important communication with family and friends is during
a patient’s recovery. When loved ones cannot visit in-person, our staff is available
to assist patients with virtual visitation, including video calling.

COMPARING THE LIFEWORKS REHAB
PROGRAM AND HOME HEALTH
The LifeWorks
Rehab Difference:
LIFEWORKS
REHAB

THERAPY WHEN YOU NEED IT
Available 7-days-a-week, 2-3 hours a day,
on your schedule

FEWER READMITS
Customized therapy programs with
proven lower readmission rates

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
Equipment in state-of-the-art-gyms not available
through home health representatives

COMPREHENSIVE RECOVERY CARE
24-hour-a-day care in a total recovery
environment

UNIQUE TOOLS
Recovery Map and Personal Report Card
to track daily progress and more

MEDICALLY SUPERVISED
24-hour on-staff nursing care, with physician and
mid-level care supervision

HIGHLY SKILLED TEAM OF PROS
Dedicated employee team (not contractors) with
wide range of experience

WORLD-CLASS DISINFECTING
Widespread sanitizing and disinfecting using highly
effective Electrostatic Spraying System (ESS)

HOME
HEALTH
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The LifeWorks Rehab Difference
Clinically developed to get you home faster, stronger, and healthier than ever

7-daysa-week
therapy

Clinically
proven
therapy
programs

Back
home fast,
strong &
healthy

Unique
recovery
tools

Learn more about LifeWorks Rehab at

LifeWorksRehab.com

Wide range
of services &
treatments

